About the Centre

Facilities:

- One Large Conference Space, Divisible into Three Sections
- Overall Square Feet = 2820.12
- Maximum Fire Code Capacity = 200
- Coat Check Services
- Designed Registration Area for Clients
- Catering Preparation Space
- Allocated Space for Bar
- Housed within the Krembil Discovery Tower, located on the Toronto Western Hospital campus
- All delegates can access the Shuttle from the Toronto General Hospital and be dropped off at the Conference Centre entrance
- Conveniently located within walking distance of Kensington Market

Complimentary with Room Rental:

- Drop Down Screen
- LCD Ceiling Mounted Projector (One per room)
- Podium
- Podium Microphone

Audio Visual Options:

- Wireless High Speed Internet available throughout the Centre
- Video Conferencing
- Teleconference/VOIP
- Wall Mounted Cameras (Two per room)

About Toronto Western Hospital

Toronto Western Hospital is located in the vibrant heart of the downtown communities of South Annex, College, Queen and King Street West. It is a 272-bed academic health sciences centre dedicated to delivering exceptional patient care, providing a breadth of services from emergency care to sophisticated brain surgery.

About Kensington Market

Toronto’s most unique neighbourhood and national historic site of Canada, Kensington Market retains its charm and wonderful diversity through its eclectic mix of restaurants, shops and cafes. Defiantly independent and progressive, Kensington is the host of various street festivals throughout the year.

About Toronto

Toronto is one of the most cosmopolitan cities in the world; a place where international ideas intersect with Canadian culture. A centre of top universities, research, energy and pride, Toronto is modified by the fusion of traditions, passions and perspectives of the more than 100 cultures found here.

A city of contrasts, Toronto’s skyline includes the CN Tower, one of the Modern Wonders of the World and glass skyscrapers juxtaposed with historic Toronto facades. Miles of waterfront, boardwalks, parks and trails nestle together with urban delights like cafes, artisans’ exhibits and one-of-a-kind shops.

Bookings:

- UHN Colleagues
  - Online booking form accessible via the intranet on the Conference and Educational Technology Services (CETS) page
- External Bookings
  - For all inquiries please email: BMOCentreSales@uhn.ca or call: 416.603.5900 Ext. 7377

Nearby Recommendations & Travel Information:

- Thompson Toronto 2.5km from BMO Education & Conference Centre
- Residence Inn 2.5km from BMO Education & Conference Centre
- Hyatt Regency Toronto 1.4km from BMO Education & Conference Centre
- Soho Metropolitan 1.5km from BMO Education & Conference Centre
- Hotel Le Germain Toronto 1.8km from BMO Education & Conference Centre
- Within a 20 minute commute of Billy Bishop Toronto City Airport (YTZ)
- Within an hour commute of Pearson International Airport (YYZ)

Contact Information

60 Leonard Avenue, Toronto, ON M5T 0S8
T: 416.603.5900 Ext. 7377  F: 416.603.5900
BMOCentreSales@uhn.ca
Message from Dr. Brian Hodges
Executive Vice President, Education

Education is a priority that is woven into every program at the University Health Network (UHN). Our education mandate of “we are all teaching, we are all learning” is carried out in our daily activities and is second nature to our colleagues. As an international leader, we are committed to educating our future leaders in health care, both in Canada and around the world.

Essential to our continued excellence in education, we are pleased to welcome you to the BMO Education & Conference Centre housed on the Toronto Western Hospital Campus, in the Krembil Discovery Tower, conveniently located within Toronto’s iconic Kensington Market. This state-of-the-art facility is a full service event venue, featuring 2,820 square feet of configurable and flexible, pillar-less meeting space.

The BMO Education & Conference Centre encompasses the entire first floor of the Krembil Discovery Tower. It will be the focal point of this exciting new hive of research innovation and medical education. Bolstered by the eight research floors above it, the BMO Education & Conference Centre will serve as a hub for our health professionals and future leaders in the field, both nationally and internationally. The BMO Education & Conference Centre will also serve as a community space to host meetings, health fairs, cultural events and special gatherings.

Hosting an event at the BMO Education & Conference Centre allows you to give back, as revenues that are generated by the BMO Education & Conference Centre are reinvested back into the hospital to support both Education and Clinical Care.

We hope that our attractive and sophisticated space inspires you, and we look forward to working with you and hosting your next event!

Brian D. Hodges MD, PhD, FRCPC
Executive Vice President, Education
University Health Network

*Please note that some of these capacities do not include audio visual in their configurations.